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Learn why your gas bill could be higher than normal this winter and find out how you could lower your usage and save money..
In the South, however, EIA projected households using natural gas for heating will see a 4% increase in winter heating costs due
to higher regional prices for the fuel. ... EIA said its forecast of winter heating expenditures are based on weather, fuel price and
consumption forecasts.. Lee Freedman, a Duke Energy spokesperson said customers should expect their bills to be $20 to $40
higher per month than a year ago due to .... Natural-gas bill in the South, however, are likely to rise by about 4% due to "higher
regional natural gas prices," the EIA said. On the New York .... Utility Price Increases – Not the Main Culprit. Every year our
local utilities take price increases on gas and electric service. While this can have .... Higher natural gas bills in the winter?
Discover 5 reasons your natural gas bill is higher and ways you can reduce the cost.. Most heating bills to rise this winter, the
government forecasts. Prices for natural gas, electricity and propane should be higher, the primary .... Virtually all heating bills
will be higher this winter, in part because of last season's mild temperatures but also because of a rise in fuel costs, .... Any
forecast for winter heating costs is subject to weather. ... far point to a colder winter than last year, suggesting higher bills may
be in store.. Higher expected winter heating expenditures are mainly the result of higher prices for heating fuels, as temperatures
are expected to be similar to last winter in much of the country.. Natural gas, electricity, heating oil, propane will all cost more.
... sifted through forecasts for a colder winter and slightly higher energy prices.. The nation is producing more natural gas than
ever before, but this winter's heating bills for the those consumers who use gas are expected to .... The federal government says
higher fuel prices and colder weather will add up to a steeper bill than last year for consumers heating their .... Higher heating
bills are not. ... The reason for this year's lower costs: A steep drop in natural gas prices, which have dropped by 20% over
the .... ... the highest gas bills of the year. If you're looking for ways to save on your gas bill, a great option is to electrify your
home heating systems.. July tends to be the hottest month of the year. So if you're trying to beat the heat, this month's higher-
than-usual power bill could burn a hole .... Natural gas has reached its highest price in more than four years, a spike expected to
hit consumers in their wallets just as winter weather .... Can't trace the increase to energy prices? There are several other reasons
why your heating bill is higher this year.. The U.S. Energy Information Administration expects natural-gas heating bills to rise
by 5% compared with last year on higher prices. If the winter .... Heating bills, which had been low the past four years or so
thanks to an abundance of natural gas, have risen this year because of a pair of early winter surprises. ... In fact, natural gas
prices are about 9 percent higher across the U.S. compared to 2017, Mr. ... Based on those prices ... b2430ffd5b 
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